Grow Your Business with a Scalable System

As part of our commitment to you, EFI PrintSmith® offers optional software utilities and add-on modules, so you can customize and extend the power of your PrintSmith system to help grow your business now and in the future. The seamlessly integrated tools work with PrintSmith to enhance your customer service and satisfaction, help your internal sales force close new deals, and make your business processes more efficient and profitable.

Bar Code Job Tracking
Bar coding lets you take full advantage of PrintSmith’s job tracking capabilities, increasing your business efficiency, while improving your customers’ experience. The ready-to-use hardware plugs directly into any PrintSmith workstation and enables your shop team to document the location of jobs as they move through the production cycle. With two swipes of the reader, they can identify jobs and their locations to PrintSmith, which instantly updates the work-in-progress reports and pending document window. The module also improves your scheduling and customer service and saves everyone precious time by eliminating the need to look for jobs on the shop floor.

Integrated Credit Card Approval
Our integrated Credit Card Approval Processing module makes credit card transactions with EFI PrintSmith as simple as swiping or typing a credit card number. Connected workstations quickly collect credit card information and pass it to the PrintSmith Master. The Master sends it to the credit card processing software, and the results are returned and routed to the workstation within seconds with either an approval code or reason for objection. Add a magnetic stripe reader to ease input and a fast thermal printer for credit card receipts. To keep your information secure, EFI PrintSmith also encrypts the numbers as soon as they are entered and stores them in encrypted form.

Efficient Job Tracking
Add barcode tracking capabilities to your PrintSmith job solution.

Credit Card Approval Made Easy
With integration to each workstation, anyone can swipe a credit card or enter a credit card payment for immediate approval.
Cash Drawer and Receipt Printer

The Cash Drawer and Receipt Printer module provides professional point-of-sale support, helping your counter staff handle sales quickly and more effectively. Plug-and-play connectivity links PrintSmith directly to the cash drawer and receipt printer, so your sales staff can find invoices immediately and ring up sales without re-entering details into a cash register and filling out receipts by hand. You also can buy the cash drawer, receipt printer and receipt printer ribbons and tape from EFI for convenience and additional cost savings.

More Efficient than the Cash Register

Add professional point-of-sale support with a plug-and-play cash drawer and receipt printer.

Extended Price Book Generator

Extended Price Book Generator builds on EFI PrintSmith’s Basic Price Book Generator by offering you total control and flexibility over your price books. Now, you can create your own professional price books directly from PrintSmith Estimating and Pricing software. The intuitive tool lets you change features such as font selection, page format, layout, printing options, shading page numbering, price and column settings, and more.

## EFI PrintSmith Add-On Modules

- Auto-Count
- BioVu
- BioWare
- ColorWise
- Command WorkStation
- Digital StoreFront
- DocBuilder
- DocBuilder Pro
- DocStream
- EBEAM
- EDOX
- EFI
- Electronics For Imaging
- Fabrivu
- Fiery
- the Fiery logo
- Inkware
- Jetrion
- MicroPress
- OneFlow
- PressVu
- Printcafe
- PrintFlow
- PrintMe
- PrintSmith Site
- Prograph
- RIP-While-Print
- UltraVu
- VUTEk
- BESTColor
- the APPS logo
- AutoCal
- Balance
- ColorPASS
- Dynamic Wedge
- EBEAM
- Estimate
- Fast-4
- Fiery Driven
- the Fox logo
- Fiery Prints
- Fiery Spark
- FreeForm
- Hagen
- the Jetrion logo
- Logic
- Pace
- PrintMe
- PrintSmith
- Print to Win
- PSI
- PSI Flexo
- Rastek
- the Rastek logo
- RIPChips
- SendMe
- Splash
- Spot-On
- UltraPress
- UltraTex
- UV Series 50
- VisualCal
- the VUTEk logo
- WebTools
- Best
- the Best logo
- Colorproof
- PhotoXposure
- Remoteproof
- Screenproof
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